
Federal Trade Commission 
OBce of the Secretary 
Room H-135 
600 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20580 

Re: 	 Comments regarding Proposed Consent Order In the Matter of CYS 
Caremark Corporation, FTC File No. 072 31 19 

Dear Secretary: 

The National Community Pharmacists Association, whichrepresents the interests 
of over 25,000 communitypharmacies, submits these comments regarding the Proposed 
Consent Order In the Matter of CVS Caremark Corporation, FTC File No. 072 3119. We 
welcome the FTC's enforcement action against CVS Caremark, but arevery concerned 
that the actions does not go farenough in protecting patient privacy, especially the 
misuse of data by Caremark in order to benefit its parent corporation CVS, and harm 
competition. 

Thesettlement-whichwas secured simultaneously by the FTC and theHHS 
following media reports of CVS pharmacy locations around the country dumping 
sensitive records into publicly accessible dumpsters -proposes severalmeasures on CVS 
Caremark to correct its failure to protect patient privacy. The FTC found incidents of the 
f61ure to protect information in 15cities across tire United States. To remedythese 
violations the FTC consent order requires CVS Caremark to establish, implement and 
maintain a comprehensive information s d t yprogram to protect personal in6ormation 
collected from consumers and employees. It also requires the company to obtain a third- 
party audit every two years for the next 20 years to ensure compliance and submit to 
standardrecord-keeping aad reporting provisions for FTC compliance monitoring. 
Finally, the FTC order bars future misrepresentations of CVS securitypractices. Tn 
addition, the HHS resolution agreement requires CVS Carmark to pay a $2.25 million 
settlement and impleamat a a m 4 ~ eaction plan for its privacy policies, information 
disposal, and ernplq~aco~rn~~l[i;mw. 

We believe the FTC and HNS enforcement action against CVS Caremark was 
, 	 timely and appropriate. CVS Caremarkis the country's largest retail pharmacy chain 

with over 6,900 stores, and also the country's second largest pharmacy benefits 
management company (PBMJ, Carernark. By its own estimates, CVS has "more I 	 100Daingerfield Road 
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 oma at ion. As detailed in a comprehensive report by Cbange to and numerous 
press reports, for the past several years CVSCaremark has violated consumer and patient 
privacy in a wide variety of fashio~~s including the egregious improper disposal by 
dumping private idormation in publicly accessible trash containers. Moreover, despite 
these public reports of breaches of these straightforward obligations to protect 
consumers' sensitive private healthcare information, CVShas failed to reform its sub-par 
practices. ln fact, this case was preceded by earlier actions by the Attorneys Generals of 
Texas and Indiana. 

We represent thousands of small business persons who diligently abide with the 
privacy regulations on a daily basis. If those small business owners, managers, and 

e law, why can't CVS? 

We commend the Federal Trade Commission. for investigating and taking action 
on Ulis importaut issue. However, the historyof the investigation raises serious issues of 
whether CVSwill comply withthe Commission's order. Unlike most respondents in a 
goverm~mt investigation, CVS fought aggressively against the s W s  request to secure 
the basic information needed for its investigation. Only after a lm&y battle over the 
staff's request for information, including a Motion to Quash that delayed the 
investigation for almost 6 months, didthe Commission order CVS to comply with its 
request. If CVS is unwilling tocomplywith a simple request for documents what 
assurancecan there be that it will complywith the order? 

In addition, we have serious con- that CVS is using confidential private 
information about comutners secu~eclEnnnCaremwk to attempt to drive consumers to 
CVS stores. These concerns were detailed in NCPA's December 27,2008 letter to I;TC 
ChairmanWilliamKovacic (Exhibit A). Numerous pharmacies and consumershave 
reported that CVShas acquired personal information &om Caremark and has used this 
informationin aneffort to have the c o m e r s  move their prescriptions to CVS. 

We believe these actions 'are violations of the firewall commitment CVShas made 
to consumers and other pharmacies. CVSmade numerous representations to the FTC in 
its June20,2008 Petition to Quash or Limit &e hvestigation stating that a 
comprehensive firewall edsts between CVSCaremark's retail segmat anditsPBM 
segment. Indeed, CVS claimsin the attached portion of this petition @xhibit B) that 
CVS and Caremark's information systems are completely discrete (please see especially 
a statement on page three claiming "there is no connectivity between the Caremark and 
CVS systemsthat could allow the sharing of personal health information between the 



-
investigation. The FTC appropriately rejeded the petition. 

Given these facts, the FTC should continue its privacy investigation of CVS with 
a focus on Carmark's compliance with its ostensible firewall and other privacy 
obligations. Ifviolations are found M e r s  enforcement action is necessary. 

In addition, to strengthen the order we recommend that: 

0 The order should c l d y  extend to Caremark and the third-party 
assessments should include an independent audit of Caremark's 
compliance. 

0 CVSICmmk should be requiredto provide semi-annual W-party 
assessments of i&wmpJiance with the order. The proposed orderrequires 
only a biennial report. That is simply inadequate for a company that has 
committ'd -and continues to comsxit-such egregious violations. A 
biennial report would potentially permit violations to occur and go 
uncorrected for anextended period of time. Any violations must be 
comcted promptly and that is why a semi-annual report is necessary. 
CVSICaremark should be required to report any yiolations of the order 
within 30 days of the occurrence of fie violation 
C W C m a r k  should be required to noti@ the affected consumersof any 
violations of the order. Individuals who are harmed by CVS' Mure to 
abide by privacy mgulatiom or theorder should be made aware that their 
privacyrights have beenviolated. These individuals should also be 
Wormed of their rights under state and federal privacy statutes, so they 
carr take appropriate legal action. 
All of the reports of violations should be shared with the respective State 
Attorneys Generals for appropriate action. Under the current order, it is 
unclear whether StateAttorneys Generals will be informed of privacy 
violations. The order should be amended so that this information is shared 
with the state enforcers. 

The PTC has appropriately brought this enforcement action against CVS, and this 
action will hopefully lead to the correction of trulyegregious practices. However, the 
proposed order should be strength4to make sure these practices arefully COW. 
Inaddition, the FTC should conduct a separate investigation of potential privacy 
violations by Camark and seek corrective action if appropriate. 



6hn M. Rector 
J 

Sr. Vice President and Speoial Counsel 

oanne Thelmo 
e - d  Counsel and Sr. Vice President 



~ashingt&n,D.C. 20580 

Re: CVS/Caremark Merger 

Dear Chajrmm Kovacic, 

As you know in March 2007, CVS, the largest drug store chain, acquired 
Carernark, one of the three largest Pharmacy Benefit Managers (''PBMY). I am writing 
to bring to your attention several recent actions by C V S Caremark that may diminish 
pharmacy competition and also violate the privacy rights of patients covered by 
Caremark We believe these actions may be violations of Section 5 of the FTC Act, and 
the original acquisition may be a violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act. We request 
the opportunity to meet with you and your staE to discuss the need for an investigation of 
CVS Caremark's conduct. 

Competition Concerns 

As the Commission staff knows, a PBM plays a critical role in both gathering 
information fiom and providing information to the subscriber. Moreover, the PBM often 
determines critical issues in determining the benefit plan, including the amount of the 
copay and when it is applicable. When a giant PBM is owned by a pharmacy there is the 
ability and incentive for the pharmacy to misuse this relationship to diminish competition 
among non-CVS pharmacies. With the substantial market share CVS possesses in 
numerous markets,such conduct may raise sigzdicant competitive concerns. 

Some of the recent conduct by CVS Caremark that raises these concerns include: 

CVS Carernark has significantly redirced the copay for members when they 
fill their long-term prescriptions at CVSpbsnnacies. This clearly raises the 
costs for members for using non-CVS pharmacies; 
CVS Caremark has adopted a program to attempt to steer c o m e r s  to CVS 
pharmacies. When a Caremark member fills a prescription at a CVS 
pharmacy, the CVS pharmacist is informed through the Caremark electronic 
system of whether the recipient uses another non-CVS pharmacy. In those 
situations, the CVS pharmacist is instructed to inform the consumer of the 
dangers of using multiple pharmacies. Obviously the only way the CVS 
pharmacists knows the consumer uses multiple pharmacies is through the 
misuse of consumer information possessed by Caremark and 
CVS Caremark co-brands its prescription drug card in such a fashion to 
codwe consumers that the benefit card can only be used at CVS. 



We recognize that pharmacy chains have owned PBMs for some time; in fact CVS 
owned a PBM prior to its acquisition of Caremark, and Walgreens has its own PBM. The 
question may arise why an integrated pharmacy chain/PBM hasnot engaged in this 
conduct at some earlier point. The answer is straightfornard: the PBMs owned by the 
chains in those instances were relatively small and thus the vertical integration between 
chain and PBM did not offer a significant opportunity for the type of exclusionary 
conduct described above. 

Privacy Concerns 

As the Commission is well aware both pharmacy chains and PBMs possess a 
wide variety of personally sensitive information about PBM members. C o m e r s  are 
particularly vulnerable to misuse of the data because they do not have a direct 
relationship with the PBM and may be unaware how their personal orm mat ion is being 
used. A recent report by Change to Win himghts how CVS Caremark takes advantage 
of the lack of transparency in their patient relationship to ruthlessly mine data, engagiug 
in a broad spectnun of questionable practices to obtain and misuse patient information. 

Many CVS Caremark contracts include provisions that allow the PBM to use 

patient: infomalion "in any manuer it deems appropriate'' as long as not 

specifically prohibited by laws2 These clauses allow C V S  Caremarlc to sell 

patient names and prescription records to third parties like health and life 

insurers who can then use that data to deny coverage or raise premiums: 

Through a provision in contracts with some plan sponsors, CVS Caremark is 

allowed to use the data it gets &om &ee discount card-holders to create 

marketing materials, get manufactuer rebates and promotions that it does not 

have to disclose, and sell patient information with no restrictions;" 

CVS Caremark also recently introduced a new prescribing program, iScribe, 

which is marketed to physicians as an electronic prescription manager. A 

physician registering with the program automatically gives CVS the right to 

"collect Transaction data" -including the patient's name, address, phone 

number, date of birth, gender, and preEfipii~-ita -and sell it to third 

parties.5 


'	Changeto Winreport,"CVS Caremark: An Akming PIescription." 
Change to Win report, "CVS Caremark. An Alarming Prewription,'' p 15 
Changeto Win, p 16. See also Terhune, Chad 'TheyKnowWhat's in Your Medicine Cabinet," BusinessWeek, 

~.bnsinessweekoom/m~d~0ntent/08~31/W094000643943.h~~han~aus~~e~dsr~1l~~st0/dB~y~~ 

4Ct~reportp18 
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practices, often in the form-of letters to doctors and patients masquerading as prescription 
drug education. "The RxReview" program is a prime example of this kind of 
problematic behavior. Under this program, CVS Caremark sends materials to physicians 
with specific patient information -fullnames and prescription history -suggesting that 
the doctors switch these patients to a Werent drug. The letters do not disclose h t  the 
suggested drugs are often more expensive to the patient's plan but offer a higher rebate or 
kickback to CVS Caremark, nor do they explain that the mailing has been financed by the 
maslufacturer of the suggested drugs.6 m e v i e w  began under Advance PCS, which was 
acquired by Caremark in 2004, and was the subject of an extensive federal false claims 
investigation in 2001. However, CVSCaremark has continued the program, along with 
others like i t  

0 In October 2007, a Massachusetts judge condemned CVS for advising patients 
- to switch drugs in a direct-to-consumer mailing that was secretly h c e d  by 

manufacturers and by which CVS profited? 
In June 2008, CVS Caremark sent a letter to one doctor urging that physician 
to switch several patients -mentioned specifically by name, patient 
identification number, and date of birth-to Januvia, a Merck diabetes 

.'. 	 medication that costs between 5 and 11times more than other comparable 
treatments.' 

CVS Caremark may be misusing confidential information by selling mailing rights to 
manufwtuxers and convincing patients to switch to drugs with better rebates for the , 

PBM, indeed, the Advance PCS investi ation found that the RxReview program reaped 
profits of about $40 million in one These programs show a disregard for patients' 
privacy concerns -and they are especially troubling in light of recent accusations that 
multiple CVS retail stores have been convicted in Indiana,Texas, and California of 
disregarding patient privacy concerns by improperly disposing of patient files.'' 

We look forward to discussing this with you fuaher. Please let us know ifyou have 
any questions. 

Sincerely, 

:Ctwreportp 16 
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Marley Seaman, "UUnionsAccuse CVSCaremark ofPushingMerck Drug," Forbes 11/14/08, 

~ttp:llwww.forbes,cam/f~apl2008/11/14/ap5696569.himl~ 
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